ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON
WEDNESDAY 27 APRIL 2016 AT MEMORIAL HALL SUPPER ROOM,
ESPLANADE, KAIKOURA.
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 Building
There were 13 Building Consents with a combined construction value of $972,105 issued during
March 2016. These consents were for:
1 Garage
1 Sewer
2 Dwelling Alterations
3 Dwellings
6 Solid Fuel Heaters
We currently have 12 consents being processed.
14 Land Information Memorandums and 6 Code Compliance Certificates were issued in the
month of March 2016.
Prepared by
Authorised by

Jacqui Marsden, Building Technical Support Officer
Angela Oosthuizen, Chief Executive Officer
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 Resource Planning
Resource consent update: from 6 March 2016 to 18 April 2016
Two subdivision consent applications, 2 land use consent applications and 2 sign permit
applications were received in this reporting period.
All applications were considered to be for minor consent.
Gartly (1387) visitor accommodation consent is currently being notified on a limited basis.
RJ Ross Family Trust subdivision consent will go to a hearing for decision on the 19 April 2016.
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Rachel Vaughan, Regulatory Team Leader
Angela Oosthuizen, Chief Executive Officer

 Resource Consent List Update
Resource Consent Update from 6 March 2016 to 18 April 2016
Resource consent decisions issued:
Type of consent
Subdivision
Land Use-Exceed Height
Land Use -Visitor’s
Accommodation
Land Use- To Erect A Second
Dwelling

Applicant
J POOLEY
N Gold

Address of activity
4 Mill Road
14 Ingles Drive

C J Roberts Holding

12 Moa Road

Faulks, John Mackay

891 Inland Road

Number of Lots /
Guests
2

6

Active consent applications currently in progress:
Type of consent
Subdivision
Subdivision

Applicant
R J Ross Family Trust
Vendbos Holdings Ltd

Address of activity
1 Shearwater Drive
2009 State Highway 1

Number of Lots /
Guests
4
1

Number of Lots /
Guests

Consent application currently being notified:
Type of consent

Applicant

Address of activity

Land Use –Operate a depot

Pacey, W R

196 Beach Road

Consent applications awaiting receipt of further information requested from applicant or on
hold:
Number of Lots /
Type of consent
Applicant
Address of activity
Guests
Subdivision
Thomas
Inland Road
2
Subdivision-Boundary
Adjustment
Waikene Station Ltd
Inland Road
Land Use - Road setback
Kirk
26 Moa Road
Land Use - Earthworks in Arch
Site
KDC
Global for District
Visitor Accommodation
Hammett
61 South Bay
12
Visitor Accommodation
Page
128 Torquay Street
Land Use - Earthworks in Arch
Site
Slee & Bolt
42A Avoca Street
Visitor Accommodation
Brown
39 Kotuku Road
8
Macfarlane and
Subdivision and Land Use
Steward
The Store, Kekerengu
5
4977 SHWY 1,
Subdivision
J B TROLOVE
Kekerengu
3
1234 SHWY 1,
Subdivision
Parsons
Mangaumanu
2

 District & Environmental Planning
National Legislation
National Freshwater Policy Statement Review
A joint submission with other Canterbury Councils is being prepared.
Freedom Camping
A national forum on Freedom Camping is being attended today by the District Planner. A
regional forum is also being set up. A report will follow at the next Council meeting from these
meetings.
Canterbury Regional Council
Natural Resources Regional Plan – Air Section
Decisions are now awaited. It is still anticipated that Kaikoura will remain outside of the special
requirements of the Clean Air Zone.
Land and Water Regional Plan – Plan Change 4
Evidence was given at the Plan Change 4 hearing, decisions are currently awaited.
Canterbury is Tourism Business Friendly
As identified in the March agenda the research undertaken by Council staff identified three key
factors as potential barriers to tourism:
1. Freedom camping, the need for a strategic approach for Canterbury
2. Liquor licensing, need for additional research on duplication of licenses
3. Signage, ensuing that Regional and District Tourism Offices have the opportunity for
input into signage regulation.
The Canterbury Planning Managers Group have taken these on board and is now looking to
provide a peer review of three works streams of Digital Connectivity, Value-added Production
and Tourism to ensure that the work completed by Timaru, Waimate and Kaikoura is robust.
Harbour Safety Improvements
The consent application is still in preparation. The Cultural Impact Assessment workshop is
planned for 22 April 2016.
Waste Management
Maintenance is being undertaken on the town bins. This will occur over the next few months
and upgrading of bins will follow. The results from the waste audit will be analysed and work
will begin on Kaikoura’s Zero Waste Plan and the Activity Management Plan for the landfill.
Work is also being undertaken in conjunction with the Canterbury Waste Joint Committee staff
group on the following:
 Addressing the problem of medical waste in the recycling and general waste stream,
 Waste Education for Canterbury,
 Ongoing solutions for treated timber and electronic waste,
 Other problem waste.
Prepared by
Rachel Vaughan & Matt Hoggard, District Planners
Authorised by
Angela Oosthuizen, Chief Executive Officer
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Earthcheck
Purpose
The purpose of this report is to outline the costs of the Earthcheck programme to allow the
Council to consider continuation of the project.
Background
At the February Council meeting, Council asked for the following:
Earthcheck certification had been granted for 2016. It was noted Council was the only
Council in the country who were involved with Earthcheck. A paper was requested
justifying continuation with the project considering the costs versus the benefits of
participation. It was agreed the report would be brought back to Council in April 2016.
As a similar report was prepared in 2013, this report is appended to this report for information.
The report has not been replicated. Instead, a history of costs and industry commentary has
been outlined.
At the end of this report, local business comment on the programme has been included.
In 1999 Kaikoura begun exploring sustainability programmes and on 15 November 2000,
adopted the principles of Agenda 21:
To sustain the social, economic and environmental wellbeing of the community now and for
future generations.
This commitment was pioneering. At the time, very few government bodies were thinking
about sustainability. Kaitiakitanga or environmental stewardship was the realm of the green
fringe groups. Mainstream policy and science was not considering the impacts of climate
change. Kaikoura was commended for its forward thinking. Kaikoura was held up as an
environmental leader in the field of tourism. Council was commended for thinking of the future
and the value of our environmental and social equity.
The significance of adopting the principles of Agenda 21, are that it was a commitment from the
Council to sustainability and to maintain the sustainability of the community, the environment
and the social infrastructure. This commitment has bound the Kaikoura District Council to fulfil
that commitment, and has formed an enduring decision making basis for Council programmes.
This commitment was ratified in the Kaikoura 2025 Long Term Plan. No submissions opposing
the programme were received.
Current Situation
The financial spend on the Earthcheck programme is outlined below:
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016 Grand Total
Accreditation Costs
1,215.30
173.91 7,495.38 3,572.64
12,457.23
Green Globe
Projects
6,769.89
8,923.72 8,771.93
24,465.54
Grand Total
6,769.89 10,139.02 8,945.84 7,495.38 3,572.64
36,922.77

The Earthcheck programme is currently funded from the Environment Planning portion of the
general rate:

Earthcheck is an environmental monitoring and compliance programme. The programme is
based on the United Nations World Tourism Organisation Code of Ethics. Through yearly
environmental reporting, Council is able to record the Community’s environmental impact.
Kaikoura now has 16 years of environmental data. This report of environmental data is proof of
Kaikoura’s environment performance. This means for the discerning critic, Kaikoura has proof
that the Community is reducing their environmental impact.
The question remains, is it worth the commitment? In terms of environmental performance,
New Zealand as a whole is seen to be far behind Europe and Scandinavia. The recent 2014
OECD report states:

Kaikoura has programmes in place to improve all these areas. The programmes are under the
umbrella of social and environmental sustainability that is the Earthcheck programme. The
Community’s performance is recorded through the Earthcheck programme, and also in Council’s
Annual Report.

The next question in terms of investment is what industry advisors are saying about
sustainability and where New Zealand as a whole should be heading. The following is an excerpt
from the KPMG Agribusiness Agenda 2015 Volume 1 – Growing Value:
Without greater investment to protect the integrity of the brand, value could be destroyed if a
weak link fails to do the right thing on a single, well-publicised occasion. If there are no rules
around use of the ‘Brand New Zealand’, companies can gain a free ride and take shortcuts that
are not available if they were left to live or die by their own company reputation. This puts the
whole industry at risk. As one leader put it: “The industry can’t let apathy destroy our national
reputation. There must be rules that apply to companies wishing to promote their products as
Made in New Zealand.”
Further the report goes on to state:
MEANINGFUL TOURIST EXPERIENCE
New Zealand received more than 2.9 million international visitors in the year to February 2015.
While this is great for the tourism sector, can it also be relevant to creating more value in the
primary sector? At best, most visitors have limited direct contact with the industry while they are
here. However, they will eat great food, maybe visit a winery or two, potentially take a fishing
charter or attend a farm show. If you think about those 2.9 million visitors through a different
lens, there is a huge opportunity for the primary sector to connect in more meaningful ways
while these people are in our shop window.
Many visitors are our high-value consumers. Through collaboration with tourism operators,
there is potential to ensure they get more high-quality industry experiences during their visit.
Ultimately, we want them to buy more of our product, and become enthusiastic brand
ambassadors for New Zealand.
This report focused on the prosperity and ambitions of the Primary Production section.
Businessman Rob Morrison also commentates on the branding of New Zealand as a whole in the
following excerpt. ROB MORRISON: Chairman of green business lobby group Pure Advantage:
100% Pure is a highly successful marketing campaign - there's no question of that. But of critical
importance is the clean, green reputation that underpins this campaign. New Zealand's clean,
green image has real, measurable value. In December 2005 it was valued at $20.17 billion a
year. In 2008 a PwC survey found that more than 80 per cent of New Zealand exporters believe
that New Zealand's clean green image is vital to their export profile.
So, if the clean, green image has real and measurable value, surely it makes sense not to
undermine its credibility?
The reality is that New Zealand is in an unenviable position. For many years now we have slipped
down the ranks of the OECD's performance indicators and, despite the hype to the contrary, we
continue to slip down the environmental rankings. In 2006, New Zealand was ranked first on the
Yale Environmental Performance Index. By 2012 we had slipped to 14th. We have the fifth
highest emissions per capita in the world and 77 per cent of our threatened species look set to
decline.

As Sir Paul Callaghan, a trustee of Pure Advantage put it: "We believe that we have a clean
economy and a clean green image, and do not see the lack of honesty which surrounds this
branding. We are merely a small population spread over a large area which provides an
impression of clean and green."
Why is protecting and enhancing New Zealand's clean and green image so important?
Predominantly because New Zealand remains a low value-added commodity producer, with the
need to rely on foreign borrowings to sustain its way in the world; using New Zealand's clean,
green advantage is one way of rectifying that.
The global shift towards green growth represents an enormous opportunity for New Zealand to
shift what it currently produces and could produce, higher up the value chain. However, for New
Zealand to be successful internationally, we need to be successful domestically. This won't
happen by chance. Our clean, green image gives us a competitive head start - but it will only get
us so far. We need to walk the talk. The better we are at walking in New Zealand, by improving
the sustainability of what we do here, the more likely we will be successful at running
internationally - by accessing green growth markets globally.
There is universal recognition that New Zealand's clean, green brand is valuable; however, the
last detailed attempt to estimate the value of the brand is more than a decade old. Given the
importance of this brand, it would seem worth updating this research and investigating how
brand value has changed over time. At the very least, recognition of what our clean, green image
is worth to New Zealand might just give us the incentive to start doing more to look after what
actually gives us that image.
At Pure Advantage we are working with business in the widest sense to take the next steps, and
then ultimately for the government to recognise that, for New Zealand, the way of the past is not
the way of the future. That growth and being green are compatible, that green growth is valueadding, not value- destroying, and the sooner we recognise this, the better for everyone.
Kaikoura was a pilot community for embracing an environmental programme. Kaikoura remains
the only Community in New Zealand to retain the Earthcheck certification. Likewise, Kaikoura is
one of the only Community’s in the world to maintain the certification. The business community
in Kaikoura is trading on the Earthcheck certification. Glenn Ormsby from Destination Kaikoura
states:
On behalf of Destination Kaikoura we would like to advise you of our 100% support for the
current Earthcheck Platinum programme.
We use Earthcheck Platinum as part of our promotional story when promoting Kaikoura to major
wholesale operators in various countries/regions around the world such as North America,
China, Singapore, Australia, UK and Germany.
When telling the Kaikoura Earthcheck story we receive a wonderful reception from industry
partners when they realize that the programme is embraced by the whole community.

We have also had a number of discussions with Kevin Bowler, CEO of Tourism NZ and Lesley
Immink, CEO Tourism Exchange NZ who were both very complimentary for what Kaikoura has
achieved reaching Earthcheck Platinum status. Lesley Immink was so impressed with the
Kaikoura story that she invited Rachel Vaughan from Kaikoura District Council to give a key note
address on sustainability and the Kaikoura story at the annual TECNZ conference in 2013.
Kaikoura has made a major statement achieving Earthcheck Platinum programme and is the
only region in New Zealand walking the talk when it comes to 100% Pure New Zealand.
I have also attached comments from Kauahi Ngapora of Whale Watch Kaikoura. Kauahi has
included some excerpts from online regarding Kaikoura’s environmental certification.
In summary, I believe putting a dollar value on the Earthcheck certification would be extremely
difficult in Kaikoura. The advantages to the wider Community are unquantifiable. As a
Community organisation, Council needs to look long term into the future, not on the short term
value of investment. National thinking is toward a cohesive New Zealand brand, local thinking is
toward creating our own point of difference.
Looking at the Earthcheck brand, there are alternative environmental programmes. Earthcheck
did review the programme in 2013, and made some changes to the Community Standard to
ensure it was robust when compared to other international programmes. It is envisaged that
the costs for audit would be very similar. Currently, we undergo a two day audit. It would be a
similar cost in every programme, as this is an independent consultant, charged at time spent.
Other programmes:
New Zealand


EnvironMark Solutions

International







ISO 14001
Global Sustainable Tourism Criteria for Destinations (GSTC-D - Version 1.0 Dec 2013)
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED, USA/International, 2009)
Greenstar Communities National Framework (Australia, 2013)
BREEAM Communities 0.2(BREEAM, UK 2012)
BioSphere Document – BioSphere ‘At a Glance’

There would be a setup investment associated with changing to any new programme. With
adoption of a new programme there would be new software, new information and processes to
consider.
Given the minimal investment, and staff time spent on complying with the current Community
Standard, it is considered prudent to remain with Earthcheck. Also, the Community’s
considerable success with the Earthcheck brand and marketing should be considered.
Rick Antonson from Tourism Vancouver and International tourism commentator challenges us
to Cathedral thinking – what can you do today that will only bring benefits to future
generations?
In 50 years, let the world see the Community we designed not a chance system.

Recommendation
It is recommended that Council receive the information contained in this report.
Prepared by
Authorised by

Rachel Vaughan, Regulatory Team Leader
Angela Oosthuizen, Chief Executive Officer

2013 Report
Advantages of Earthcheck
Initially Kaikoura had a “problem”, on one hand we had many visitors a huge increase from the
mid 1980’s, great for the economy creating 33% of the town’s employment.
But on the other hand visitors put pressure on Kaikoura’s social and natural environment.
Research showed visitors come because of our environment. Few places in the world show
marine mammals in pristine natural environments.
So growth means impacting on the environment they come to see!
Decline in the quality of our natural environment may lead to a decline in visitor numbers, as
visitors realise Kaikoura is not managing its community and go to destinations who look after
the environment, which could mean an economic decline.
This would also affect the Kaikoura’s community spirit leading to some people leaving in search
of another haven both of which are situations the community wishes to avoid.

Green Globe and Kaikoura’s
sustainable future

1.5 Million
tourists

Pressure on both
the natural and
social environment

Decline in
tourist
numbers

Economic returns
(33% of the district’s
employment)

Economic decline

The perception is that New Zealand is “100% Pure” and sustainable because of Tourism New
Zealand’s marketing campaign. However television documentaries have shown that in reality
New Zealand is only “green” around the edges. By becoming an Earthcheck community,
Kaikoura is aiming to be environmentally, economically and socially responsible, meaning in
Kaikoura the 100% pure perception will equal a clean green reality.
In November 2004 we became the 2nd community in the world and the 1st local authority, to be
certified!

New Zealand
Reality:
Only Green
around the edges

New Zealand
Perception:
“100% pure”
green

KAIKOURA
Perception = Reality
We now need to continue the work to develop our community plan. Initially, the community
identified its core values, which centred on protecting Kaikoura’s quality of life, its environment,
its community and its culture.
This lead to our vision of an economically, environmentally and socially sustainable future,
providing employment, social amenities and consumer choice, but not at the expense of our
environment.
The Kaikoura community displays responsible custodianship of its unique natural, social and
built environmental resources by striving towards the sustainable utilisation and management
of these resources.
It is a community that treasures the present small-scale town atmosphere and strives to retain
and enhance this coastal village character and atmosphere.

Benefits of Participation
Environmental benefits are:
The environmental benefits are perhaps more obvious; Earthcheck addresses the major
environmental issues facing the planet. Through Benchmarking, information has been provided
to the community on what its environmental impact is, it has identified where work is required
and projects are now being put in place to improve the impact.








Reduce greenhouse gas emissions
Reduces waste production
Less air and water pollution
Efficient use of resources
Reduced water us
Efficient use of energy
Improved habitat conservation

Social Advantages
 Increased local employment
 Partnership development
 Social cohesion strengthened
Economic Advantages
 Publicity; in New Zealand
 Internationally – coverage in newspapers and Journals (Sydney Morning Herald circa
2,000,000 readers; Food TV; Discovery
 TV, Radio, Magazines, Journals and on the Internet – recent article covered in
Netherlands Four-rules-aid-councils-green-quest
 Presentations to conferences & meetings
 Host of first International Earthcheck Sustainable Tourism Conference
Comparative value of Marketing –

Advertising Costs
Full Page
Incl. GST

Main
Mon-Fri
$70,752.00
$77,827.20

Sat
$88,487.30
$97,336.03

Sections
Mon-Fri
$30,585.28
$33,643.81

Sat
$38,462.40
$42,308.64

Actual Coverage
Natural order

Louise Southerden swims with dolphins, snorkels with seals and watches whales in eco-friendly
Kaikoura.
Travel | Sun Jul 19

A fling with the flirts of the sea
Louise Southerden tries a song and dance to woo a pod of dolphins off the coast of Kaikoura.
Travel | Sat May 23

Professional Assistance
The EarthCheck Research Institute's goal is to be a leading international centre for scientific
excellence in sustainable tourism. The institute's focus is on scientific research, education and
capacity building to solve real-world challenges.

In June 2010, the Sustainable Tourism Cooperative Research Centre (STCRC), the world's largest
research centre into sustainable tourism, completed its formal research agreement with the
Australian Commonwealth Government. As one of Australia's most successful research centres,
it has evolved into three International legacy projects. These include Sustainable Tourism Online
(www.sustainabletourismonline.com) (STO), the not-for-profit EarthCheck Research Institute
(ERI) and the APEC International Centre for Sustainable Tourism. All of these centres for
excellence are supported by EC3 Global / EarthCheck.
Green Paper on Water use http://www.sustainabletourismonline.com/awms/Upload/PORTAL%20MICROSITES/YEAR%20
OF%20WATER/EarthCheck_Water_2013.pdf

Cost of Earthcheck
Financial Year
2013 Audit
4,223.63
Membership 4,700.09
Total

8,923.72

2012 Audit
3,030.30
Membership 3,739.59
Total

6,769.89

2011 Membership 4,271.85
Total

4,271.85

2010 Audit
3,755.72
Membership 2,105.67
Total

5,861.39

2009 Audit
1,354.59
Membership 1,802.91
Total

3,157.50

2008 Audit
1,219.11
Membership 1,466.67
Total

2,685.78

